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Message From Your Editors

W

elcome to spring! With this issue of
The Recorder, we invite you to

We are most honored to have Jerry Craddock’s
painting of “Rooftops Behind Point of Honor” on

enjoy being informed, as well as entertained,

the front cover. Instead of photos of Lynchburg’s

with a variety of articles, written by first-time

mid-April tornado, we chose the very essence of

contributors. Polly Middleton thought you

spring to adorn our back cover, one of Jerry’s

would appreciate the anonymous contribution

interesting flower paintings. Thanks to Mary

sent to her by her daughter. Thanks to our

Hoban for spotting and photographing Conrad

poets, two poems titled Spring give us food for

Frey’s winter scene, which appeared on the cover

thought. For their continued support, we thank

of the February 2018 issue. We should like to

Sean Huyett for notes from his desk and

continue featuring our artists’ works on the

Elizabeth Lipscomb and Sue Bass for the

front cover and a photograph of Westminster

column “Strickler Library Notes.”

Canterbury on the back.

Thank you contributors
Prose
Sue Bass | Anne Bishop | Carol Hammer | Sue Haugan
Elizabeth Lipscomb | Norvell Thomson | Jane Baber White |

Poetry

Jim Williamson

Paintings

Sue Gold | Vic Millner

Jerry Craddock

Photographs
Mary Hoban

The deadline for the August 2018 issue is July 27, 2018.
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From The Desk Of The CEO
Of Westminster Canterbury-Lynchburg
Sean Huyett

W

e are very lucky and very blessed to

have the artistic talents of so many

compensate them for these framed works.
We believe – and the interior designers

residents displayed on our campus. We enjoy

agree – that these local, familiar scenes will help

the featured artist each month whose works are

us create a warm and welcoming atmosphere in

showcased in the lobby. Other works beautify

the new building.

the corridors throughout our campus.

Spring brings us warmer weather and longer

I’m pleased to see Jerry Craddock’s

days. I encourage you all to enjoy the outdoors

watercolors in this issue of The Recorder. Very

as much as you can. Take a walk around the

soon Jerry’s work, along with that of Conrad

campus or along the Nature Trail. Some folks

Frey, will be displayed in our new healthcare

sit under the Bridge and read a book or they

center. They have shared images like the one on

watch the activity at the construction site.

the cover of this issue as well mountain

Maybe I’ll see you there reading this issue of

landscapes and notable landmarks; Poplar

The Recorder. Enjoy!

Forest is one example. And we are glad to

A LifeCare Retirement Community
501 V.E.S. Road, Lynchburg, VA 24503

(434) 386-3500

(800) 962-3520

www.wclynchburg.org
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Radio Moments
by Sue Haugan

T

here it is again.

a freight platform in the dusty West Texas town

It’s 9:28 and I’m driving to art class,

of Plainview. She and her mother had traveled to

admittedly an indulgence as I have little talent

Fort Worth to buy her wedding dress and

but a lot of hope. I travel this road every Tuesday

trousseau, and it was all coming today, this dry,

to class and have the radio dial set to NPR. The

dusty autumn day. Her heart nearly stopped

classical music program helps me endure the 45-

beating with excitement and anticipation, her

minute trip, and every week they broadcast a

pulse raced, and she felt that if she closed her

special segment entitled “Radio Moments.” They

eyes she would start dancing and how would that

are a sort of human-interest story, akin to those

look. Finally, finally, the giant machine appeared

in the newspaper. I’m old enough to remember

in the distance. Finally, finally, it rolled, crawling

the days when teenagers across the land hid

to a stop. Braking steel upon steel, metal upon

under the covers late at night, transistors pressed

metal, as the beast breathed rhythmically and as

to our ears hoping to hear our favorite tunes. So,

the freight doors opened, the precious box was

radio is still important to me, still a source of

disgorged. Helen’s “Radio Moment” will forever

education and information.

be the sound of heavy wooden doors opening to

But the “Radio Moments” are none of that;
“Radio Moments” are purely emotional, purely
visceral. They recall for the teller of these tales a

hail her new marriage, her new life as Mrs.
Robert Rudolph Hoffman.
Did you ever have a cool bike with a playing

special moment when sound and feeling united.

card strumming in the spokes? This is my

When, for the rest of your life that one sound,

second favorite story, and it happened to

that one emanation of that specific vibration

Woodrow “Woody” Johannsen. His voice over

brings everything tumbling back to you, back

the airwaves of “Radio Moments” had none of

from a place where it has been frozen in time,

the unctuousness of an announcer or pitchman.

suspended in your heart.

He lived in middle America, worked as a tax

I have two “Radio Moments” favorites,

attorney, loved his wife of 13 years, his two kids

stories that I remember from journeys past. The

— Jeanine, 10 and Jake 7 — and his garden.

first was short and unutterably sweet. The voice

For some people their backyard is an adversary

of Helen O’Dowd Hoffman, age 98, recalled in

to be conquered; for Woody, it was Rivendell,

breathy tones how as a young woman of 21 she

an Eden just for him.

waited, giddy and trembling with excitement on

So, on the fateful day, he was in his Paradise
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Found when his “Radio Moment” reality collided

under advisement because the truth was he could

with his tranquility. Earlier in the morning he had

not remember exactly how to attach the card in

relented and allowed Jake to ride, by himself, to

the best possible way and needed to look it up on

Patrick’s house. He had taken much convincing;

YouTube, plus he was sure it involved a wooden

Jake was only 7, remember. Of course, Jake

clothespin and he was equally sure that Beth

reminded him, in his father’s best tax attorney

Ann, his wife, had no such thing. So, after a

voice that he would be 8 in two months.

quick trip to his mother’s house four streets over

The purpose of all this cajoling was so that

and some YouTube surfing, he attached the

Jake could impress his friend Patrick with his

vaunted card and watched the light of rapture on

brand-new apparatus: a nifty playing card

his son’s face. This was immediately followed by

attached to his bike frame that went thwack,

persistent agitation to ride over and show Pat.

thwack, thwack on the spokes every time the bike

The day was set; Woody had relented.

wheel went around — and got louder and faster

Against all his being he knew that he could not

and higher in pitch the faster he went. Woody

stop the clock with a disapproving shake of his

had mused out loud about this miracle of

head, could not put Jake’s striving for

boyhood when Jake had gotten the bike at

independence on hold for some perfect, safe day.

Christmas. But, like a good tax attorney, his son

His mantra that spring Saturday in late April was

had bided his time in pressing for the invention

“Pat’s house is 2½ blocks away, only one iffy

until early spring when the danger of mid-day ice

stop sign. Pat’s house is 2 ½ blocks away, only

was through and his mother would let him ride.

one iffy stop sign.” He told himself this and

And then it began, a full court press of questions

headed to his walled garden sanctuary like a man

about playing cards in bike wheels, along with

who heads to water in the desert. Of course, all

helpful suggestions about how much safer the

parents in this situation count the minutes in the

general population would be if they knew he was

back of their minds —calculate the ride time,

coming and wouldn’t that be a good thing, Dad?

calculate the show-off time, calculate the play

Woody finally broke down when Jake came
to him to engage his services as an attorney to

time, on it goes.
So, the calculated return time came, blessedly,

represent him in a sort of a mock trial: Jake with

but along with it, a sickening, grinding metal-

the playing card modification vs. Jake without

upon-metal sound. A “this is bad kind of sound”

said modification. Woody said he would take it

continued on page 6
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Radio Moments
continued from page 5
that we all recognize in this modern world. But
for Woody, it was a signal, a signal for his brain
to simply stop and do the most important
inventory of his life: He loved his wife, he loved
his daughter, he loved his son. He had let his 7year-old son ride alone to Patrick’s and now he
was dead in the street, crushed between two
SUV’s. And then he heard what would always be
his “Radio Moment”: the thwack, thwack,
thwack of that King of Spades he had attached to
the Schwinn that morning. The ticking sound
kicked his medulla oblongata in the rear and it
started to function again. He started to breathe
as Jake opened the side gate.

muscles calm but unresponsive except for four

For me, my personal “Radio Moment” is

little toes on her back-left paw that curled under

hard to forget. We have a little cat, our pet of 12

every time I stroked her fur. It was a signal: She

years. Everybody loves her and she loves

was still in there. It was 11:30. We lived miles

everybody. We have to be careful because she

from our vet, and not knowing what to do, I

would walk off with anyone, thinking it a lark.

picked her up and put her on our bed between

Most nights, just before bed, I brush her

us, one of her favorite spots. I was determined

because she has long fur and she loves it so. She

that if she was taken by God she would be taken

rests at my feet waiting for the salon treatment

near us. Mortality took a warning shot across my

and rolls over and over while I brush her. One

bow that night. I do not take Him for granted.

night she did not appear at my feet but was

But He left His salvo and granted me a reprieve,

curled in a ball halfway under a chair. I went

for the next morning our cat could greet us with

over to her, and petting her, I realized that she

my “Radio Moment”: the purring thrumming in

had had what appeared to be a stroke. Terrified,

her little chest.

devastated, I checked her vitals: shallow but
steady breathing, eyes alert but unable to blink,

After two days and a trip to the vet, our cat
recovered fully. The purring continues.
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Spring
by Vic Millner

T

hree individual meanings of this simple word come to
mind. All are embedded as you shall see, in a fourth.

Spring – a coiled metal wire that is machined and by some
mystic process made alive. It stretches, expands, contracts,
pushes against itself, pulls against itself, pulls against others.
In short, it is alive within itself. It holds energy and power,
only waiting for a chance to show it.
Spring – a fountain, an oasis, a source of cool water, a mecca
and source of life to those who thirst after a long drought. It
flows, and because it flows, it has the potential to revitalize
those who will partake of its life.
Spring – to jump, to catapult, leap – to suddenly burst into
energy and remove one’s self from a previously fixed or
lethargic state. To move and become alive.
Spring – a season – a reason and a beginning, a renewal of
life and spirit. This last meaning is the fullest of all because it
holds the life and promise of new things. It is an awakening
and revitalizing of the sap and spirit of man and woman, of
boy and girl, of life itself. It is a transformation from one
state of being to another. In short, it is life come to itself –
expanding, leaping, flowing – a new potential – full of vigor
and energy and spirit, and strong. It Is Spring!
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Summer Vacations In East Texas
1940s To Mid 1950s
by JimWilliamson
Background

brother and of his parents as my second parents.
Several of my most significant childhood memories

B

orn in 1940 and reared in South

came from those visits, memories that fall under

Louisiana, I am the oldest of three

the category of “lessons learned,” and, for me, not

boys. I use the word “reared” because of a

altogether pleasant. Here are some of them.

comment my father made many years ago. He said
one of his high school English teachers in the
1920s stated, “Horses, pigs, cows and chickens are

A Cutting Edge Idea
The first example in this study of the minds of

raised. Children are reared.” In reviewing current

prepubescent males comes from me at the tender

dictionaries, I see the words used interchangeably.

age of 7 or 8. Billy Tom was trying to keep us

My mother’s only sister, Lera, and her family

entertained, while at the same time accomplishing

lived in East Texas, in the town of Henderson,

his assigned task of cutting the grass with a reel

population about 7,000. The two sisters were

type push lawn mower. He got the idea to tie the

close growing up, and in the early 1930s my

mower to the back of a red wagon and, while

mother went to live with Lera and her family,

pulling the wagon with us in it, also cutting the

escaping from an unhappy first marriage — a fact

grass. I soon got bored and wanted out of the

I did not learn until I turned 30, when mother

wagon. Billy Tom, needing to finish his chore,

casually mentioned that she had been previously

wouldn’t stop. In a flash of brilliance, I concluded

married. She never spoke of it again, and we didn’t

that if I stuck my hand in the mower, it would

ask any questions. My parents met in Henderson

stop the wagon. In went the hand, and sure

where a judge married them on a Sunday in 1939;

enough, it stopped the wagon. That is, after my

but that’s another story.

scream from having the tips of two of my fingers

My parents, both born in Texas, moved to

nearly cut off. My mother told me later that they

Louisiana because of my father’s job as a service

were just dangling by the skin. A trip to the

shop manager for an oil field. At the time of my

hospital got them reattached and I learned a very

birth, Lera had one child, a son with the given

important lesson.

name of William Thomas, and my elder by about
two years. Everyone called him Billy Tom, a
perfect Texas nickname. In my early years, my
family traveled to Henderson every summer for a
visit, and I thought of Billy Tom as my older

Playing in the Street Can Be Hazardous
to Your Health
Henderson, located in the red clay area of East
Texas — similar to Virginia in the makeup of the
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Lera returned to find two of us still in the tub.
Now, in a typical spanking, you at least have your
clothes on. Not this time! We never played in that
oiled street again.

Stuck in the Briar Patch
The Saturday matinee at the local movie
theater played a major part in the lives of children
Billy Tom, James, Bob and Dale on Billy Tom’s horse.

soil — has a hot and dry climate. My aunt and
uncle lived in a small frame house on a dirt road
outside of Henderson. During the summer, the
road periodically had oil applied to it to keep
down the dust. On one particular visit, my parents
left my brothers and me with our relatives for a
few days while they went elsewhere. On one of
those days, Aunt Lera had to go into Henderson
and left us playing in the front yard. She cautioned
us not to play in the street because it had just been
oiled.
Well, as soon as she disappeared, the attraction
of that street became just too much for us, and off
we went. I blame what happened on Billy Tom.
After a while, we realized we needed to clean up
before Lera got back or we were in big trouble.
So, all four of us headed for the one bathtub in the
house. Unfortunately, very hard water in East
Texas makes it impossible to get soap, or anything
else on you, to wash off. Consequently, the
cleanup process was taking far too long, and Aunt

in the 1940s and early ’50s. You could expect all
the kids in the area to pay their 10 cents and be
present for the Saturday afternoon showing.
Commercial buildings being the only airconditioned structures meant that the movie
theater, in addition to the entertainment, provided
a welcome respite from the heat.
The movie show usually started with several
short serials such as Flash Gordon, Gang Busters,
King of the Rocket Men, and The Shadow,
followed by a feature Western movie. It began at
1 p.m. and lasted about 2 ½ hours. The usual
black and white fare included stars such as Rocky
Lane, Sunset Carson, Johnny Mack Brown, Lash
Larue, Rex Allen and Hopalong Cassidy. The trips
to the movie theater stood out as the highlight of
our week in the summer.
As a standard practice, we would go barefoot
all summer, rarely putting on shoes. Back home in
Louisiana, we had a shell driveway, about 40
yards long, that went up to a detached garage
continued on page 10
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Summer Vacations In East Texas
continued from page 9
behind the house. At the start of the summer, we

of those holidays, my Uncle Thomas bought us

would tiptoe across that driveway, but by the end,

some fireworks to set off in the woods, just back

we could run across it with no problem. This fact

of the house. In addition to firecrackers and

provides additional context to the following story.

sparklers, he bought some Roman candles and a

To get to the movie theater from the house in

few starbursts. The Roman candles consisted of

Henderson meant about a mile trip on several

cylinders six inches long with about a ¾-inch

blocks of dirt road and then about half a mile on

diameter. We would hold them in our hands, and,

asphalt highway that we called blacktop. In

when lit, they would shoot out several small

another of our less prescient decisions, we decided

colored balls of flame like bullets. Billy Tom was

to walk to the movie theater — barefoot, of

holding his like a rifle when it backfired.

course. The dirt road presented no problem.

Fortunately, it did not injure him, especially his

However, when we got to the highway, we

eyes.

discovered blacktop with the heat of a hotplate

Learning that lesson, we next stood a Roman

and a roadside full of what Texans called sticker

candle up in a glass jar to point it toward the sky.

burrs. Halfway there and the clock ticking, we

That one exploded, sending glass shards

decided to forge ahead by first running 10 or 15

everywhere. Again, luckily, no one was hurt.

feet on the highway, until it got too hot to stand;

Giving up on the Roman candles, we set off the

then by tiptoeing through the sticker burrs until we

starbursts just before going inside to eat. Halfway

had so many in our feet that we had to stop and

through the dinner, someone looked out the

pick them out; then by returning to the blacktop,

window and noticed the woods were on fire. It

and so forth. It seemed like forever. But eventually,

was a typical dry East Texas summer, and the

we made it to the theater. I’m not sure how much

fireworks had started the fire. The meal came to a

we enjoyed the show, since we were contemplating

quick halt, and we all headed for the woods to

the return trip. Needless to say, that was the last

form a bucket brigade. Fortunately, we put out the

show we went to barefoot.

fire and returned to the dinner table. Thus ended
our lesson on having proper respect for fireworks.

The July 4th Bonfire
When I was young, fireworks were readily

These are just a few of the examples of why I
look back and marvel at how I made it to

available. Roadside fireworks stands would pop

adulthood in one piece. That which does not kill

up everywhere just before the 4th of July. On one

you, makes you stronger AND wiser.
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She Did Roam
by Carol Hammer

T

he birthday girl arrived dressed to the

did not stop her; she galloped through the

hilt in her Hopalong Cassidy outfit.

neighborhood looking for cattle to rope, or hid

With a holster and shiny metal gun at her side,
a black skirt with white fringe and a blouse to
match, along with those spiffy black boots with

behind trees ready to shoot the bad men.
She didn’t take sides. One day she fashioned
a bow from a supple branch, stripped it of bark

ear pulls, she was anxious to

with her Brownie knife, put two

celebrate her 5th birthday. Her

notches in either end and then

mother brought a homemade

stretched string from one end to

chocolate cake with white and

the other, tightening it so that the

black icing in the shape of a boot

twig would bend properly. Arrows

to share with her classmates.

were formed out of smaller, but

When the festivities began, Johnny

stronger twigs, with the ends

and Jimmy, her nursery school

sharpened to a point. She loved

posse, fought to sit next to her.

the woods and spent hours there

They obviously admired a cowgirl

hunting for buffalo and being on

slinging a gun! Well, Miss

the lookout for the enemy. She

Lorraine sent them both to jail.

named her favorite tree a monkey

Little Hoppy was not too happy to

tree because it resembled a vine

be without her sidekicks.

and she could swing on it.

Three years later she sported a

Her daily adventures took her

tan and white outfit from hat to

across the United States to Texas,

boots with a cursive Dale Evans

California and North Dakota. At

inscribed on her skirt. Dreams of becoming a

times she even ventured to far away places such

cowgirl were still alive. Her father fashioned a

as South America, where she explored the

lasso out of an old clothesline rope and showed

Amazon looking for unfriendly natives who

her how to spin it in circles using two fingers

might want to kill her. She did roam with great

with her hand cupped over a knot. She was

excitement — that is until she heard her mother

ready for the range, but without a horse. That

call her to dinner!
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Virginia Historic Highway Markers
by Jane Baber White

W

hether you are from Lynchburg or

statewide. When the program began in 1927, it

have chosen to come here to enjoy

identified sites associated with the Civil War,

“Life Refreshed,” perhaps you have noticed lots of

Revolutionary War, and Caucasian men! In more

big silver markers scattered around our

recent years, the Commonwealth of Virginia has

community. If so, I hope you have learned some

made a valiant effort to be more inclusive by

local history, which is celebrated near the site of

recognizing important American Indian, African

the marker. In recent years, I have found the

American, and female individuals, thus reflecting a

process of proposing a marker to be very

more diverse view of Virginia history.

rewarding and have enjoyed completing the

The helpful and thorough Virginia Department

research for 15 now erected around Lynchburg. I

of Historic Resources staff offers excellent

have a few more in the works.

suggestions that assist in achieving a text that

A visit to the website (www.dhr.virginia.gov) of

meets the marker requirements, as well as the

the Virginia Department of Historic Resources,

goals of the author and sponsor. They are your

Historic Markers, gives details of the process. The

friends and sincerely want to help.

rules include that the period of significance of the

For someone who did not like history in

event, person or site must go back a minimum of 50

school, I admit I have enjoyed working on these

years. If a person is the subject, he/she must be

local markers. My research has uncovered

deceased. Also, state, or even national importance,

individuals whose lives are interesting to me and

must be proved, not just local significance. And

may be to others. I surely have learned a lot in the

speaking of proof, every detail must be documented.

process.

The application with a quarterly deadline can

There are certain sources that I always seem to

be found on the Historic Marker website. It asks for

consult, such as Jones Memorial Library and

a proposed 100-word text for the marker, a

Lynch’s Ferry, A Magazine of Local History.

bibliography of documentation sources, a map

Individuals of whose expertise I feel confident are

showing the proposed site of the marker and the

Ted Delaney, Director Emeritus of the Old City

signature of the sponsor who agrees to be

Cemetery and now Director of the Lynchburg

responsible for the current $1,770 cost of the

Museum System and Chief of Public History; Al

marker as well as for the costs of an unveiling

Chambers, the author of numerous books on

ceremony. Once a marker is approved, three

Lynchburg and its history; Jim Elson, also a

months are needed for the foundry to fabricate the

prolific author on Lynchburg history; Scott Smith,

marker. The entire process takes at least six months.

an independent researcher; and the staff at the

At present, there are over 2,500 markers

Lynchburg Museum System.
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Each of the markers listed below reflects so

Camp Davis – A Civil War camp under the

much of our history. With the help of others, I am

command of Colonel Jubal A. Early, it occupies

very happy to have had a small part in preserving

the space known today as the Pierce Street

this history.

Renaissance Historic District. Over 130 soldiers
died in the Pratt Hospital and are now buried in

Old City Cemetery (founded 1806) – Emphasis is

the Confederate Section of Old City Cemetery.

on the diversity of those interred there, who are 75
percent African American; on the founders of our

Pauline Weeden Maloney (1904-1987) –

city; on our indigent; and on those who served our

Influential educator, first woman Rector of

country, from every military conflict.

Virginia State University, and first black President
of Virginia School Boards Association and the

Dr. Robert Walter Johnson (1899-1971) – African

National School Boards Association, as well as the

American physician and tennis coach of Arthur

national president of The Links.

Ashe and Althea Gibson; member of International
Tennis Hall of Fame.

Georgia Weston Morgan (1869-1951) – Artist of
international acclaim, taught art at Lynchburg

Professor Frank Trigg (1850-1933) – Born into

College for 30 years and opened arts education

slavery and became president of colleges in

and exhibition for people of all socioeconomic

Virginia, Maryland, and North Carolina.

backgrounds.

Clarence W. Seay (1900-1982) – Lynchburg’s first

Dr. Robert Withers Morgan (1844-1904) – Dental

African American Vice Mayor, Principal of

innovator who formulated dental products

segregated Dunbar High School for 30 years and a

produced locally and sold nationally and who

national leader in education.

drafted preliminary legislation to establish the first
contract Dental Corps in the U.S. Army; he was

Amelia Perry Pride’s Dorchester Home –

later appointed to the Army’s first Board of Dental

Established in 1897, Dorchester was a home for

Examiners.

impoverished ex-slave women. Pride (1857-1932)
was a passionate advocate for African American

Lucille Chaffin Kent (1908-1997) – Pioneer

and American Indian education.

woman aviator who was among the first Virginia
continued on page 14
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Virginia Historic Highway Markers
continued from page 13
women to earn an instructor’s rating in

Queena Stovall (1887-1980) – Nationally

aeronautics. Beginning at age 23, she taught

acclaimed folk artist who began painting at age 61

meteorology, navigation, and civil air regulations

and documented rural life in the foothills of the

to over 2,000 men during World War II. She also

Blue Ridge Mountains, depicting her family and

was a Link Trainer instructor and wrote a

neighbors, both black and white, in their daily

comprehensive aeronautics manual.

activities.

Lucile Barrow Turner (1895-1979) – ‘Cile Turner

James Rives Childs (1893-1987) – During his 30-

championed African American folk music during a

year foreign service career, he served as U.S.

50-year career as a composer, folklorist and

Ambassador to four countries and aided 1,200

performer. She gained national recognition as star

Hungarian Jews to obtain entry visas for Spanish

of the Craddock-Terry Shoe Company’s show on

Morocco to escape the Holocaust. He was

NBC radio.

awarded the U.S. Medal of Freedom in 1946 and
authored 15 books, five of which were on

Helen Pesci Wood (1911-1964) – Operatic

Giacomo Casanova.

soprano and arts educator, she performed
nationally at Carnegie Hall, and regularly at the

Proposals have been submitted for two additional

Governor’s Palace in Williamsburg. She organized

markers:

Virginia Grass Roots Opera, a troupe that traveled
thousands of miles bringing opera to small

The Shoeless Wonders (1922-1955) – Football

communities statewide.

teams from the Presbyterian Orphans Home had
a remarkable record of undefeated seasons, and

Federal Transient Bureau Fire (March 23, 1934) –

overall success, although wearing no shoes when

Lynchburg’s deadliest fire occurred in an

they played. They attracted national coverage in

overcrowded Federal Transient Bureau shelter for

newsreels and newspapers as far away as China!

homeless and out-of-work men traveling through
Lynchburg during the Great Depression. Nineteen

Academy of Music (1905-1958) – The historic

men and boys died; 70 others were injured.

theater served as Lynchburg’s cultural center

National reforms followed as a result of the fire.

during the early 20th century and showcased both
local talent and hundreds of national luminaries. It
is now poised to serve again as the restored theater
of the Academy Center of the Arts.
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An Afternoon At My Window
by Anne Bishop

T

he blue sky with puffy white clouds and

be taller than it is now, and I wondered how the

the sun warmly shining in my window—

elevator would rise up far enough in the new

together they made a beautiful day for watching

building (someone had told me earlier that what

interesting activities occurring outside. I live on the

they were building was the elevator shaft).

fourth floor of Hearthside, and when I looked up

Then the cement truck backed up at the end of

from the book I was reading, eight men could be

the driveway right outside the construction fence

seen not 50 feet below. They were busy with

and started pouring cement into a very large vat

hammers, and suddenly I saw a huge “something”

that was lifted by the crane and poured into the

lifted by a crane as high as the building I live in!

opening of the new building!

The crane lowered a large, flat object down

I am very curious to see what comes next

into the construction. I wasn’t sure what was

and what the elevators will look like in the new

happening, because I thought the building would

healthcare center.
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Wolf ’s Head Revisited
by Norvell Thomson

M

y paternal grandmother, Lulie, lived

two pantries and kitchen, may have in

in a pleasant white frame house in

Grandfather’s time reflected his masculine

the area known as College Hill, one of the seven

hobbies, but not in my day. The décor I recall

“named” hills of Lynchburg. On this large lot,

from my childhood was decidedly feminine.

separated by a garden, was an identical house

Under the staircase, however, was a door

where her older sister lived with her family.

that led to the basement, a dark and foreboding

Family lore has it that their father had the

place made even more so because of what hung

houses built for his daughters as wedding gifts.

on the wall as you opened the door—one of

Since no one is still around who lived in the

grandfather’s hunting trophies, the mounted

1890s, I can neither confirm nor deny that

head of a large Timber wolf! With vicious

story. I do remember the family as close-knit,

mouth open wide and sharp teeth in a snarling

and I often had cousins to play with when

sneer, that creature presented a fearsome image

visiting Grandmother’s house.

to us as we dared one another to open the door

She was widowed quite young; in fact, the
eldest of Lulie’s three children, my father, was

and touch it. Oh, what nerve that took!
Cousin Josephine McLeod, a jolly maiden

only 15 years old when the venerable J. R.

lady, was visiting Grandmother in July of the

Millner died. Grandfather must have been a

year I was 6. Several cousins were next door at

very fine man indeed. His pictures show a tall,

Auntie’s so we hatched a plan to recreate Little

handsome figure with graying hair, and the

Red Riding Hood, with the unsuspecting

stories about his business, devotion to his

Josephine as its leading lady. After a sumptuous

church and hunting and fishing expertise are all

mid-day meal, grandmother and Cousin

to his credit. For purposes of this story, the

Josephine retired to their upstairs bedrooms to

spoils of a particular hunting exploit form the

shed their corsets and take a little nap. After a

background.

time, we peeked in on Josephine; the door was

When one entered Grandmother’s house, to

slightly ajar and we could see her sleeping

the left of a center hall stood a graceful staircase

peacefully in the darkened room. Her gentle

leading upstairs, where there were three

snores could be heard over the whir of an

bedrooms, a lovely sunroom and a large bath.

electric fan.

The first floor, with its formal parlor, dining
room, sunny sitting room, bedroom and bath,

The time was now. Cousin Ran was older
and stronger at age 9, so he was elected to carry
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Spring
by Sue Gold
the fearsome thing upstairs, flanked by Cousin

I live life as if it were forever Spring:

Dan and me. It was hard to be quiet and not to

forever budding

drop the wolf head as we struggled upstairs

forever blooming

with the dreadful trophy. Could we do it?

forever growing.

Could we really tip-toe in and place the head on

I find little energy in the non-growing Season,

the pillow bedside her without being caught?

always drying

Well, we’d come this far and there was no

always dying

turning back. Suppressing giggles, we crept into

always stark and bare.

the room as quietly as three children bent on
mischief could.
There! The act was done; the head lay on
the pillow! Josephine’s snores continued as we

Yet, there is a tranquility in the silent sentinels
of repose
of resting
of reality,

skittered to the door. Then, just as we cleared

And a symmetrical beauty against the crimson

the sill, a blood-curdling scream propelled us

sky of winter

out into the hall and down the steps, where we

that is only seen after the

clutched one another, shaking with laughter and

budding

jittery fear of imagined repercussions. Then we

blooming and

heard Josephine, laughing fit to kill, as she

growing of Spring is over.

leaned over the banister. “Caught you in the act,
you little monkeys!”
Were we punished? I don’t remember.

Stand close beside me
through this winter time.
Let our roots go down together

Josephine was such a good sport, and we

and touch

children were so pleased with our “Mission

and tenderly nourish each other

Accomplished.”

and trustingly wait for Spring.
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A Defining Age
Anonymous – submitted by Polly Middleton
I just discovered my age group!
I am a Seenager (Senior teenager).
I have everything that I wanted as a teenager, only 55-60 years later.
I don’t have to go to school or work.
I get an allowance every month.
I have my own iPad
I don’t have a curfew,
I have a driver’s license and my own car.
I have ID that gets me into bars and the wine store. I like the wine store best.
The people I hang around with are not scared of getting pregnant; they aren’t
scared of anything. They have been blessed to live this long, why be scared?
And I don’t have acne.
Life is GOOD! Also, you will feel much more intelligent after reading this,
if you are a Seenager.
Brains of older people are slow because they know so much.
People do not decline mentally with age; it just takes them longer to recall facts
because they have more information in their brains.
Scientists believe this also makes you hard of hearing as it puts pressure
on your inner ear.
Also, older people often go to another room to get something and when they get
there, they stand there wondering what they came for. It is NOT a memory
problem; it is nature’s way of making older people do more exercise.
SO THERE!!
I have more friends I should send this to,
but right now I can’t remember their names.
So please forward this to your friends; they may be my friends, too.
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Strickler Library Notes
New Books – Spring 2018
Compiled by Sue Bass and Elizabeth Lipscomb
FICTION
Barely Legal – Stuart Woods and Parnell Hall
(F My W879)
Crime in a law firm with detective Stone Barrington
Carnal Curiosity – Stuart Woods (F My W879)
Another Stone Barrington mystery
Dragon Teeth – Michael Crichton (F My C928)
Fossil hunting and rivalry between paleontologists
in the western U.S. in the late 1800s
Munich – Robert Harris (F My H315)
A novel based on the Neville ChamberlainAdolph Hitler meeting before World War II
Ghost Writer – Rene Gutteridge (F G 985)
A story of mystery and self-examination with a
Christian theme
Last Ballad – Wiley Cash (F C338)
A fictional description of a woman mill-worker’s
attempts to establish a union in North Carolina
in 1929
Make Me – Lee Child (F My C536)
The 20th mystery in the Jack Reacher series
The Stranger – Harlan Coben (F My C655)
A thriller by a popular crime writer

Gilead – Marilynne Robinson (F R663)
Winner of the 2005 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction,
the autobiography of a Congregationalist pastor
in the Midwest
Wild Storm: A Derrick Storm Thriller – Richard
Castle (F My C353)
The search for a terrorist shooting down
passenger planes
Fairy Tale – Danielle Steel (F S 813)
The Right Time – Danielle Steel (F S813)
The Duchess – Danielle Steel (F S813)
Three romances in the author’s familiar mode
NON-FICTION

The Japanese Lover – Isabel Allende (F A432)
A novel set in a comfortable retirement
community, shifting between the present and
the life of a Jewish family, and the past involving
a Japanese lover in World War II Europe

The Brain Defense: Murder in Manhattan and
the Dawn of Neuroscience in America’s
Courtrooms – Kevin Davis (S La D263)
An exploration of the conflict between brain
illness or injury and legal responsibility for
actions

The Appeal – John Grisham (F My G869)
Legal intrigues related to the pollution of a
town’s drinking water and resulting illnesses
and deaths

Big Agenda: President Trump’s Plan to Save
America – David Horowitz (S Po H816)
Published in January 2017, predictions of the
new president’s plans for the country

